Q&A

Q: A sculler Dmitry Khmylnin from Kamensk-Uralskii, Russia asks: “How to set up the stretcher properly in sculling?”

A: It is difficult to give exact settings of the stretcher as they depend on many variables of the rower, boat and oars, which need to be measured and modelled. The most efficient method is to use the practical recommendations, which are suggested below. The following measures define settings of the stretcher (Fig.1): 1) Stretcher angle and 2) opening angle (splay), 3) depth, 4) positions of toes and 5) heels. Size of shoes (6) affects geometry of the stretcher, but can not be chosen freely as it must fit the feet.

Opening angle 2 (splay) is usually fixed by boat design and can’t be changed without redesigning of the shoes mounting plate. Only “New Wave rowing shoe fixing system” (14) allows its easy adjustment. Though manuals suggest splay 25 deg (7, 13), measurements give it in a range 0-12 deg with average 6 deg (1). Splay affects feet pressure distribution: wider angle shifts it to the inside of the feet and vice versa.

Stretcher angle should be set first as it affects other settings. Usually was measured (1) in the range 37-47 deg, average 42 deg and the recommended value (6, 13) 40 deg. The principles are:

- Flatter angle allows quicker placement of the heels during the drive (so, the gluts and hamstrings muscles can be used earlier, see RBN 2008/07), but it is limited by ankle flexibility at extension: too flat angle doesn’t allow full knees extension at finish.
- Steeper angle allows more horizontal force application during the drive, which makes it more effective (RBN 2011/03), but it is limited by ankle flexibility at flexion: too steep angle makes it more difficult to compress at catch.

Attempts were made to combine above advantages, so the stretcher plate was made angled with a steeper toes part and a flatter heels part (3). Our advice: **Set the stretcher angle as flat as it doesn’t make any ankle tension at extension at finish.**

The stretcher depth is traditionally measured as a vertical distance between the bottom corner inside the shoes and top of the seat. Its recommended range is 15-19 cm, measured (1) 12-22cm, average 17 cm. The following rules affect individual adjustments (Fig.2):

- Lower stretcher allows longer handle position at catch, but limits force application, because a rower could be lifted from the seat and lose it (RBN 2002/05). Also, lower stretcher allows easier compression at catch, increases quads utilisation, but prevents early usage of hamstrings and gluts. Quite often lowering the stretcher is limited by ends of the seat tracks, which cut into the rower’s calves.
- Higher (and steeper) stretcher allows more horizontal drive and bigger force application (5, 21), but makes compression at catch more difficult. It allows early usage of hamstrings and gluts (and trunk opening), but not easy for quads usage.

**Fig. 2**

Our advice: **Set the stretcher depth to provide an optimal compression at catch: shins are vertical, knees at armpit level and contact with seat is maintained at your strongest efforts.**

Finally, the horizontal position of the stretcher should be set up as it can be adjusted quickly and does not affect other settings. It is measured from the line of the pins and various sources recommend measuring at the toes \( L_t \) (Fig.1, 4) or heels \( L_h \) (5). Both of these measures can be used as they are simply interrelated:

\[
L_t = L_h + L_s \cos(\alpha)
\]

where \( L_s \) – length of the shoes, \( \alpha \) - stretcher angle.

Measured at toes, \( L_t \) ranges at 50-70 cm and it depends on many factors: rower’s height / legs length, shoulders width and trunk breadth, inboard/span/overlap, trunk angle at finish. The position of the stretcher affects the catch and finish angles:

- Moving the stretcher towards the stern increases catch angle (see the ratio in RBN 2007/02) and, possibly, total angle, if the finish angle is maintained. However, this requires longer trunk work at finish, which may cause excessive energy losses.
- Moving the stretcher towards the bow increases finish angle and could be used to reduce trunk activity at finish, providing there is good compression at catch. Excessive finish angle could cause pulling the oars inwards, especially at narrow sculler’s shoulders, wide span and low handles.

We would suggest following the traditional advice: **At correct stretcher position, the top of the handles must slightly touch ribs, when legs are straight and trunk is vertical.** Also, a good indicator is a perpendicular angle between a forearm and an oar at finish.
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